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Abstract
We prove the following theorem on bounded operators in quantum
field theory: if }rB,B˚pxqs} ď constDpxq, then }Bk˘pνqGpP
0q}2 ď
const
ş
Dpx ´ yqd|ν|pxqd|ν|pyq, where Dpxq is a function weakly de-
caying in spacelike directions, Bk˘ are creation/annihilation parts of
an appropriate time derivative of B, G is any positive, bounded, non-
increasing function in L2pRq, and ν is any finite complex Borel mea-
sure; creation/annihilation operators may be also replaced by Bkt with|Bkt ppq “ |p|k qBppq. We also use the notion of energy-momentum scal-
ing degree of B with respect to a submanifold (Steinmann-type, but
in momentum space, and applied to the norm of an operator). These
two tools are applied to the analysis of singularities of qBppqGpP 0q.
We prove, among others, the following statement (modulo some more
specific assumptions): outside p “ 0 the only allowed contributions
to this functional which are concentrated on a submanifold (including
the trivial one – a single point) are Dirac measures on hypersurfaces
(if the decay of D is not to slow).
keywords: quantum field theory, translation automorphism group,
spectral properties
MSC2010: 46L40, 81T05
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1 Introduction
One of the most fundamental features of the relativistic quantum field theory
in the Minkowski spacetime is the transformation of observables, or more
generally ‘quantum fields’, by an automorphism group representing spacetime
translations. This action is always assumed to be implemented by the action
of a continuous representation of translations by unitaries in a Hilbert space.
While the spectral properties of unitary representations are under very good
control, especially in case of local observables and vacuum representation
(see [2], [9]), the problem of spectral properties of automorphisms themselves
is far less worked out (but see a recent analysis [8]).
In this article we give some contributions to this topic. The main tool is
Theorem 5, which uses a more technical Theorem 4, both proved in Section 2.
It states that under very weak assumptions on the decay of commutators in
spacelike distances a split into creation/annihilation parts of an appropriate
(generalized) time derivative of an operator is possible. It also gives bounds
on norms of these operators, when composed with a weakly decreasing func-
tion of energy operator. The use of this result with respect to several time-
axes gives then similar bounds on the operator without annihilation/creation
splitting, and with a spectral condition needed only in a neighborhood of zero
four-momentum transfer. The proof of Theorem 4 uses a well-known lemma
by Buchholz, which we write down here for the convenience of the reader.
Lemma 1 ([4]). Let C be a bounded operator and P the orthogonal projection
operator onto the kernel space of Cn. Then:
}CP }2 ď pn ´ 1q}rC,C˚s} , }C˚P }2 ď n}rC,C˚s} .
The precise law of decay of commutators mentioned above, on which our
analysis is based, is formulated below in Definition 1 in Section 2. This law
takes the form of a ‘κ-type condition’ depending on a decay-rate parame-
ter κ ą 0. The law is trivially satisfied for local observables, but it also
admits a wide class of rather strongly nonlocal fields – their nonlocality is
not referred to local observables as is the case in the usual definitions of
‘quasi-locality’ [1] or ‘almost-locality’ (see e.g. [9]). The precise form of the
commutator bounding function Dκpaq may be seen as the least restricting
power-law generalizing locality: (i) for 3-space translation this reduces to κ-
power decay, (ii) the law is Lorentz-covariant, and (iii) for two double-cones
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of fixed sizes centered at 0 and a respectively, it is precisely the value of
|~a| ´ |a0| which decides whether the regions are spacelike separated.
Our motivation for going outside the paradigm of locality is at least
twofold. From a formal point of view it is worth understanding how far quan-
tum field properties depend on the strict locality assumption. The results of
the present paper indicate that at least some of the expected and desirable
properties do safely without it. On the other hand, on the physical side,
strict locality may prove to be too restrictive in theories with constraints,
such as electrodynamics: we note that the charge and infrared structure of
QED is still far from being completely understood. We are among the au-
thors believing that proper inclusion of the long-range structure into QED
demands the introduction of nonlocal observables. The need for nonlocality
may be even more justified in case of non-observable fields, such as e.g. the
gauge potential in physical gauges. See [10] for a (nonlocal) model of asymp-
totic fields in QED; see also [11] for a more recent argument for nonlocality
and some bibliographic remarks. However, we stress once more that our
present results do not depend on our more specific motivation and include,
in particular, local case.
In Section 3 we give some applications of Theorem 5 to the analysis of
the energy-momentum transfer of operators of the assumed type. One of the
intermediate results is an extension and strengthening of the 3-momentum
spectral analysis of local operators by Buchholz [4]. Another tool used for the
analysis is a scaling degree of the Steinmann type [15], but applied to norms
of operators, with scaling in momentum space. We shall say more on the
motivation and results of this section below, after introducing our notation
and recalling some basic facts. Appendices contain a few lemmas which are
needed in the main text, but which may also be of a more general technical
interest. The implications of Theorem 5 will also be used (in a future pub-
lication [7]) for the extension to the case of massless fields of the methods
used in [12] for the analysis of scattering and particle structure in quantum
field theory.
We denote by M the affine Minkowski space built on the Minkowski
vector space M ; the origin O inM is fixed. The unit, future-pointing vector
of a chosen time-axis is denoted by t; ~x is the 3-space part of the vector x,
and |x|2 “ |x0|2 ` |~x|2. The ‘momentum space’ isometric with M will be
denoted by xM . Throughout the article λ is a fixed parameter of the physical
dimension of length.
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We shall use the following conventions and notation for Fourier transforms
rfpωq “ pF1fqpωq “ 1
2π
ż
eiωtfptqdt ,
pF3gqp~pq “
1
2π
ż
e´i~p¨~xgp~xqd3x ,
pχppq “ pFχqppq “ 1
p2πq2
ż
eip¨xχpxqdx , qϕ “ F´1ϕ .
We assume that there is a continuous unitary representation of transla-
tions Upxq “ exppix ¨ P q acting in a Hilbert space H, with the spectrum
contained in V`, the closure of the future lightcone. However, we do not
assume the existence of a vacuum vector. We denote by P pΩq the projection
onto the subspace with spectral values of P 0 in Ω; in particular, we write
P pEq “ P pp´8, Eyq, whereby P pEq “ 0 for E ă 0.
For each bounded operator B acting in H and an integrable function χ
on M one denotes
Bpxq “ UpxqBUp´xq , Bpχq “
ż
Bpxqχpxq dx .
We extend the second definition to the case when ν is a finite complex Borel
measure on M , and denote
Bpνq “
ż
Bpxq dνpxq “ qBppνq ,
where pνppq “ 1
p2πq2
ż
eip¨x dνpxq
is the Fourier transform of the measure. Recall that for each such ν its
variation |ν| is a finite positive measure and |
ş
χdν| ď
ş
|χ|d|ν|. We note also
that
Bpνq˚ “ pB˚qpν¯q .
We shall write B P Cn (resp. B P Cnt ) if all derivatives D
αBpxq with |α| ď n
(resp. Bl0Bpx
0q with l ď n, in the Minkowski basis in which t is the timelike
basis vector) exist and are continuous in the norm sense. All these classes
(including C8 and C8t ) are weakly dense in BpHq.
If the spectral energy-momentum content of a vector ψ P H is contained
in ∆ψ and the support of pν is in ∆pν , then the spectral content of Bpνqψ
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is contained in ∆ψ ` ∆pν . Therefore, qBppq is interpreted as the spectral
component of B transferring energy-momentum p [9]. After recalling this,
we can now more fully discuss the background and announce the results of
Section 3.
The most interesting aspect of the spectral properties of translations auto-
morphism is the analysis of singularities, which arise when Fourier transform
of Bpxq has non-integrable components. This problem is much more involved
than the spectral theory of unitary translation group for two main reasons:
(i) lack of orthogonality (in contrast to the case of Hilbert space) and issuing
difficulties in decomposing the spectral objects, and (ii) the nature of qBppq
is distributional, in contrast to the more specific situation in Hilbert space,
where spectral objects are Borel measures. The first problem was recently
addressed by Dybalski in [8], where also a general definition of continuous
and absolutely continuous spectrum was proposed and a number of decom-
position theorems were proved. Most of the applications to QFT discussed in
the article either assume a vacuum vector, which allows the lifting of the uni-
tary spectral properties to some spectral properties of automorphisms (e.g.,
as one wold expect, the mass hyperboloid of the massive particle theory is
included in the singular continuous spectrum of translation automorphisms),
or concentrate on the 3-space (without time) restriction of the group. The
analysis of the latter is of central importance for the derivation of the so
called asymptotic functionals, which play central role in the discussion of
particle content of the theory according to ideas of Araki and Haag [1] and
Buchholz [5], [6]. In its most far-reaching interpretation, this approach aims
at replacing Wigner concept of a particle, which in its standard form is
not applicable to objects such as infraparticles, by some decompositions of
asymptotic functionals into plane-wave type objects [13].
However, whereas the ideas of Araki, Haag and Buchholz may be a useful
tool for discovering the manifestations of particle-type structures in a theory,
the question whether there are some more fundamental structural properties
of the theory which are revealed in this way is still valid; at least for the
Wigner particles this is the case. We propagate the view that in absence of
vacuum, one should look for mass-hyperboloid-like structures in the energy
momentum transfer of fields. We believe that at least some infraparticle-like
structures may have such form; this has been tested in a model of asymptotic
electrodynamics [12].
Therefore, the distributional structure of the full space-time Fourier trans-
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form qBppq is what we are most interested in (and not so much, at least at
this stage, in spectral decomposition). And as singularities of qBppq could,
a priori, be sharper than measures (as mentioned in (ii) above), a general
question is: how sharp they can be? Section 3 gives some answers to this
question. In particular, Proposition 13 says that if the decay of the com-
mutator function Dκ is not to slow (κ ą 2), then (in slightly lose terms)
the only possible distributional energy-momentum transfer concentrated on
a submanifold in xM is represented by a Dirac delta on a hypersurface (a few
other possibilities occur for slower decay). In the case of mass hyperboloid
p2 “ m2, p0 ą 0, such possibility in absence of vacuum was discussed in [12].
2 Estimates
Let the function f on R be smooth and bounded together with all its deriva-
tives. For all real k ą 0 the distributions pt˘i0q´k´1 may be convoluted with
such functions and give then functions of the same type. We shall denote
fk˘pτq “
ż
T k˘pτ ´ sqfpsq ds , T
k
˘psq “ ¯ie
¯ikπ Γpk ` 1q
2πps¯ i0qk`1
. (1)
Their distributional Fourier transforms are then
Ăfk˘pωq “ e¯ikπ{2θp˘ωq |ω|k rfpωq . (2)
In particular, for k “ n “ 1, 2, . . . the n-th derivative of f is
f pnq “ fn` ` f
n
´ .
For B P C8t we shall denote by B
k
˘ the smooth bounded operators ob-
tained by ‘reflected’ convolution (1) applied in time variable,
Bk˘pτ,~0q “
ż
Bps,~0qT k˘ps´ τq ds , (3)
so that for the translated operator Bk˘pxq smeared with a test function ϕ on
M there is
Bk˘pϕq “ Bpϕ
k
˘q “
|Bk˘ppϕq “ qBpxϕk˘q
and |Bk˘ppq “ e¯ikπ{2θp˘p0q |p0|k qBppq , k ą 0 . (4)
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Definition 1. We shall say that the commutator rB1, B2s of bounded opera-
tors B1, B2 is of κ-type, κ ą 0, if the following bound is satisfied:
}rB1, B2paqs} ď cDκpaq ,
Dκpaq ”
$&
%
1 a2 ě 0
λκ
pλ` |~a| ´ |a0|qκ
a2 ă 0 .
(5)
with some constant c depending on Bi. The assumption is covariant: if the
bound holds in any particular reference system, it is valid in all other, with
some other constants c.
We shall say that rB1, B2s is of κ
8-type (resp. κ8t -type), if Bi P C
8 (resp.
Bi P C
8
t ) and all rD
α1B1, D
α2B2s (resp. all rB
n1
0 B1, B
n2
0 B2s) are of κ-type.
In the following lemma we write Bpfq “
ş
Bpx0,~0qfpx0qdx0.
Lemma 2. Let rB1, B2s be of κ-type.
(i) If |χpxq| ď const pλ` |x|q´r, r ě 4`κ, then rB1, B2pχqs is also of κ-type.
(ii) If |fpτq| ď const pλ`|τ |q´s, s ě 1`κ, then rB1, B2pfqs is also of κ-type.
Proof. (i) We have }rB1, B2pχqpxqs} ď const
ş
Dκpz`xqpλ`|z|q
´rdz. We split
integration region into (a) |z| ď p|~x| ´ |x0|q{4, and (b) the rest. In region (b)
we use D ď 1, which is sufficient for the bound. In region (a) there is
|~x`~z|´ |x0` z0| ě p|~x|´ |x0|q{2, which again leads to the bound. The proof
of (ii) is similar.
In view of the above lemma, a shift from κ-type to κ8-type or κ8t -type
may be easily achieved by smearing:
Lemma 3. Let rA1, A2s be of κ-type. If Bi “ Aipχiq, where all D
αχi satisfy
the assumptions of the last lemma, then rB1, B2s is of κ
8-type. Similarly, if
Ci “ Aipfiq, where all f
pnq
i satisfy the assumptions of the last lemma, then
rB1, B2s is of κ
8
t -type.
An immediate consequence for operators satisfying Definition 1 is the
following bound:
}rB1pν1q, B2pν2qs} ď c
ż
Dκpx´ yq d|ν1|pxq d|ν2|pyq . (6)
Our main technical result is the following theorem.
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Theorem 4. Let rB,B˚s be of κ8t -type and let E ě 0.
(i) If k ą pκ` 1q{2, then
}Bk˘pνqP pEq} ď const
"
c˘pEq
ż
Dκpx´ yq d|ν|pxq d|ν|pyq
*1{2
, (7)
where c`pEq “ 1` λE, c´pEq “ λE, and the bounding constant depends on
B, k and κ.
(ii) If k ě κ, then also rB1, B
k
2˘s and rB
k
1˘, B
k
2˘s (uncorrelated signs) are of
κ-type.
Proof. (i) We start with some function analysis. Let rηpωq be a smooth even
function with support in x´λ´1, λ´1y and equal to 1 on x´p2λq´1, p2λq´1y.
We form ηk` as in (1) and (2). Then the use of Lemma 14 in Appendix A
gives |ηk`psq| ď const pλ` |s|q
´1´k. Introduce smooth functions on R
rjpωq “ θpωqrrηpωq ´ rηp2ωqs , rjnpωq “ rjp2nωq “ θpωqrrηp2nωq ´ rηp2n`1ωqs
with supprj Ă xp4λq´1, λ´1y, supp rjn Ă xp2n`2λq´1, p2nλq´1y. It is then easy
to find that
ηk`psq ´
N´1ÿ
n“0
jkn`psq “
1
2Npk`1q
ηk`p2
´Nsq ,
›››ηk` ´ N´1ÿ
n“0
jkn`
›››
1
“
1
2Nk
}ηk`}1 Ñ 0 pN Ñ8q . (8)
Let now B be a smooth bounded operator and k ą 0. We define operators
Bką, B
k
ă and B
k
n (n “ 0, 1, . . .) by
|Bkąppq “ p1´ rηpp0qq|Bk`ppq , |Bkăppq “ rηpp0q|Bk`ppq , |Bknppq “ rjnpp0q|Bk`ppq .
As rη and rjn are Schwartz functions, all these operators are well defined
and smooth, and their energy transfers are in xp2λq´1,`8q, x0, λ´1y and
xp2n`2λq´1, p2nλq´1y, respectively. Moreover, for l ą k ` 1 we write
|Bkąppq “ Ăf`pp0qp1` λlpp0qlq qBppq , Ăf`pωq “ e´ikπ{2θpωqωk1´ rηpωq1` λlωl
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and note that f`pτq decays rapidly for |τ | Ñ 8. In configuration space we
have
Bkąpxq “
1
2π
ż
Cpx0 ` τ, ~xqf`pτq dτ , C “
`
1` p´iλB0q
l
˘
B , (9)
Bkăpxq “
1
2π
ż
Bpx0 ` τ, ~xq ηk`pτq dτ , (10)
Bknpxq “
1
2π
ż
Bpx0 ` τ, ~xq jkn`pτq dτ , j
k
n`pτq “ 2
´njk`p2
´nτq . (11)
By assumption rC,C˚s is of κ-type, so also rBką, B
k˚
ą s is of κ-type. Moreover,
using Eq. (8) we obtain
›››Bkă ´ N´1ÿ
n“0
Bkn
››› ď 1
2Nk
}ηk`}1}B} Ñ 0 . (12)
Taking into account the scope of energy transfers of operators Bką
˚ and
Bkn
˚ and using Lemma 1 we have
}Bkąpνq
#P pEq}2 ď dpλEq#
ż
}rBką
˚, Bkąpx´ yqs} d|ν|pxq d|ν|pyq ,
}Bknpνq
#P pEq}2 ď dnpλEq
#
ż
}rBkn
˚, Bknpx´ yqs} d|ν|pxq d|ν|pyq ,
where dpσq “ 2σ ` 1, dpσq˚ “ 2σ, dnpσq “ 2
n`2σ ` 1, dnpσq
˚ “ 2n`2σ. From
the first of the above relations the thesis follows for the part Bką of B
k
`. For
Bkn we use (11) and (6), which leads to
}rBkn
˚, Bknpaqs} ď const
ż
Dκpa
0 ` τ,~aq |jkn`pτ ` sq||j
k
n`psq|dsdτ
“ const 2´np2k`1q
ż
Dκpa
0 ` τ,~aqJkp2
´nτqdτ ,
where Jkpτq “
ş
|jk`pτ `uq||j
k
`puq|du is a function of fast decrease. Therefore
for each N we have the bound
}rBkn
˚, Bknpaqs} ď
const
2np2k`1q
ż
Dκpa
0 ` τ,~aq
pλ` |τ |{2nqN`1
dτ .
For a2 ě 0 we use Dκ ď 1 and find that the rhs is bounded by const{2
n2k. For
a2 ă 0 we consider two integration regions separately: (i) |τ | ě p|~a|´ |a0|q{2,
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and (ii) the rest. In the second region |~a|´|a0`τ | ą p|~a|´|a0|q{2, so this con-
tribution is bounded by const 2´n2kDκpaq. In the first region we use Dκ ď 1
and then this contribution is bounded by const 2´n2krλ` p|~a| ´ |a0|q{2ns´N .
Take N ě κ, then
rλ` p|~a| ´ |a0|q{2ns´N ď const r...s´κ ď const 2nκpλ` |~a| ´ |a0|q´κ .
Summing up, we obtain
}rBkn
˚, Bknpaqs} ď
const
2np2k´κq
Dκ paq ,
}Bknpνq
#P pEq}2 ď
const dnpE{E0q
#
2np2k´κq
ż
Dκpx´ yq| d|ν|pxq d|ν|pyq .
Finally, taking into account (12) we have
}Bkăpνq
#P pEq} ď
8ÿ
n“0
}Bknpνq
#P pEq} ,
which for 2k ´ κ ´ 1 ą 0 is summable and leads to the result (i) of the
theorem.
(ii) We split Bki` “ B
k
ią`B
k
iă and similarly forB
k
i´. The use of representations
(9) and (10) and their analogies for Bki´ together with Lemma 2 leads to the
thesis.
We shall denote by G˘pEq any real functions x0,`8q ÞÑ x0,`8y which
satisfy the following conditions:
(i) G˘pEq are non-increasing ,
(ii) G˘ P L
2px0,`8qq ,
(iii) G`pEq ď const
(13)
(note that G´p0q may take the value `8). Moreover, we set
|Bkt ppq “ |p|k qBppq . (14)
To simplify notation we also identify Gt “ G`.
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Theorem 5. Let GpEq be as defined above and let k ą pκ ` 1q{2.
(i) If rB,B˚s is of κ8t -type, then
}Bk˘pνqG˘pP
0q}2 ď const
ż
Dκpx´ yq d|ν|pxq d|ν|pyq . (15)
(ii) If rB,B˚s is of κ8-type, then the expression (14) is the Fourier transform
of a bounded operator Bkt , and
}Bkt pνqGtpP
0q}2 ď const
ż
Dκpx´ yq d|ν|pxq d|ν|pyq . (16)
In both cases the bounding constants depend on B, κ, k and G.
Proof. (i) We put ε “ ˘ and extend GεpEq “ Gεp0q for E ă 0. For each
ψ P H we have the spectral representation
}GεpP
0qBkε pνq
˚ψ}2 “
ż
R
G2εpEq d}P pEqB
k
ε pνq
˚ψ}2 ,
where G2εpEq “ rGεpEqs
2. Let J denote the integral on the rhs of (15). Then
by Theorem 4 we have }P pEqBkε pνq
˚ψ}2 ď const }ψ}2J cεpEq, where cǫ are
extended to R by cǫpEq “ 0 for E ă 0. But then cεpEq “ µεpp´8, Eyq, where
dµ`pEq “ pδpEq ` λθpEqq dE and dµ´pEq “ λθpEq dE, so by Lemma 16 in
Appendix C we obtain
}Bkε pνqGεpP
0q}2 ď const
"
δε,`G
2
`p0q ` λ
ż 8
0
G2εpEq dE
*
J .
This ends the proof of the inequality (15).
(ii) We choose k1 ą pκ`1q{2 such that 1 ą k´k1 ą 0. We also choose a basis
ttiu
4
i“1 of timelike, unit, future-pointing vectors. Let n be a positive integer
such that 2n´ k1 ě 5. Then for multi-indices α with |α| ď 5 the functions
pχippq “ |p|k |ti ¨ p|2n´k1
p1` λ2|p|2q3
ř4
j“1rtj ¨ ps
2n
satisfy outside p “ 0 the bounds |Dα pχippq| ď const |p|k´k1´|α|p1 ` λ2|p|2q´3,
so the assumptions of Lemma 14 in Appendix A are satisfied with γ “ k´k1.
Therefore, both pχi and χi are integrable. Moreover, we have
|p|k “
4ÿ
i“1
pχippq|ti ¨ p|k1p1` λ2|p|2q3 .
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We denote C “
`
1´ λ2pB20 `△q
˘3
B. Then
|Bkt ppq “ 4ÿ
i“1
pχippq|ti ¨ p|k1 qCppq “ 4ÿ
i“1
pχippqÿ
ǫ“˘
eǫik
1π{2|Ck1iǫ ppq ,
where Ck
1
i˘ are defined in analogy to C
k1
˘ , but with respect to the time axes ti.
This shows that Bkt is defined as a bounded operator. Next, we note that
if ti ¨ t “ coshpξiq, then t ¨ p ě e
´ξiti ¨ p for p P V`. Therefore G`pt ¨ pq ď
G`pe
´ξiti ¨ pq ” Gi`pti ¨ pq. The lhs of the inequality (16) is then bounded
by const
ÿ
i
ÿ
ǫ“˘
}Ck
1
iǫ pχiqGi`pti ¨ P q}
2; inequality (15) applies to Ck
1
i˘, so by
integrability of χi also to C
k1
i˘pχiq, which leads to the thesis.
3 Applications to energy-momentum transfer
Before entering a more extensive discussion with the use of further tools we
note two immediate consequences of Theorem 5.
Corollary 6. Let ϕ be an integrable function on M , γ ě 1 and δ P p0, 1q.
Denote yϕq,γppq “ pϕpγδpp0 ´ q0q, γp~p´ ~qqq ,
so ϕq,γpxq “ γ
´3´δe´iq¨xϕpγ´δx0, γ´1~xq .
Then for B with rB,B˚s of κ8-type, κ ą 0, for each k ą 1{2 and all q P xM
there is
lim
γÑ8
}|Bkt pyϕq,γqGtpP 0q} “ lim
γÑ8
}Bkt pϕq,γqGtpP
0q} “ 0 .
Proof. For k ą 1{2 choose 0 ă κ1 ă mint2k ´ 1, κu. Then the use of Theo-
rem 5, upon a change of integration variables, yields
}Bkt pϕq,γqGtpP
0q}2 ď const
ż
Dκ1pγ
δpx0 ´ y0q, γp~x´ ~yqq|ϕpxqϕpyq| dxdy .
The function |ϕpxqϕpyq| is integrable, and the remaining factor function in
the integrand is bounded and tends point-wise almost everywhere to zero for
γ Ñ 8, which ends the proof.
Another simple result of similar type is the following.
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Corollary 7. Let B, κ and k be as in the last Corollary. Let n be a unit
spacelike vector and for p P xM decompose p “ pn n`pK, where n ¨pK “ 0. Let
ϕ be an integrable function on M and denote zϕn,r,γppq “ pϕpγppn´ rqn` pKq.
Then
lim
γÑ8
}|Bkt pzϕn,r,γqGtpP 0q} “ lim
γÑ8
}Bkt pϕn,r,γqGtpP
0q} “ 0 .
Proof. Choose a Minkowski frame in which zϕn,r,γppq “ pϕppi, γpp3´rqq, i ‰ 3,
and then the result follows as in the last Corollary.
We note that the form of yϕq,γ in Corollary 6 shows that the limit con-
sidered there tests point properties of |Bkt ppqGtpP 0q. In particular, it shows
that this operator cannot have a distributional component supported at one
point (we shall return to this point below). At the same time this limit is
a generalization of a weak limit used by Dybalski [8] in his definition of con-
tinuous spectrum of translation automorphisms (where ϕ is a characteristic
function of a cuboid). Similarly, Corollary 7 shows that |Bkt ppqGtpP 0q cannot
have a distributional component with support on any part of any timelike
hyperplane. The previous Corollary is a particular case of the above.
In order to derive other results of similar physical interpretation we de-
velop further tools. Let dνpxq “ δpx0 ´ τqfp~xq dx, f P S, and denote
Bpνq “ Bpτ, fq. Then the bounds in Theorem 5 take the form
}Bkǫ pτ, fqGǫpP
0q}2 ď const
ż
|fp~xq|Dκp0, ~x´ ~yq|fp~yq| d
3xd3y , (17)
where ǫ “ ˘, t. We shall denote by }.}p the L
p-norm (with the d3x or d4x
measure). An immediate consequence of this bound is a generalization and
sharpening of a result due to Buchholz [4].
Proposition 8. Let rB,B˚s be of κ8-type, κ ą 0. Then the following bound
holds
}Bkǫ pτ, fqGǫpP
0q} ď const}f}p , ǫ “ ˘, t , (18)
where
k ą pκ` 1q{2, p “ 6{p6´ κq for κ ă 3,
k ą 2, p “ 2 for κ ą 3,
with the bounding constant depending on B, κ, k and Gε.
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Proof. For κ ă 3 and k ą pκ ` 1q{2 the bound (17) applies. In this case
we observe that Dκp0, ~zq ă |~z|
´κ and then the application of the Sobolev
inequality (see e.g. [14]) leads to the bound in the thesis with p “ 6{p6´ κq.
For κ ą 3 and any k ą 2 the bound (17) applies with any κ1 P p3, κy such
that κ1 ă 2k ´ 1. In this case we consider the integral operator K with the
kernel Kp~x ´ ~yq “ pλ ` |~x ´ ~y|q´κ
1
. As Kp~xq is an integrable function, in
momentum representation this operator is the multiplication by a bounded
function. Thus K is a bounded operator in L2, so p|f |, K|f |q ď const}f}22,
which ends the proof.
We denote by X the operator pXϕqpxq “ xϕpxq.
Proposition 9. Let rB,B˚s be of κ8-type, κ ą 0. Then the following bound
holds
}Bkǫ pϕqGǫpP
0q} ď const
ż
}ϕpx0, .q}p dx
0
ď const }pλ` |X0|qσϕ}p , ǫ “ ˘, t ,
(19)
where
k ą pκ` 1q{2, p “ 6{p6´ κq, σ ą κ{6 for κ ă 3,
k ą 2, p “ 2, σ ą 1{2 for κ ą 3,
with the bounding constant depending on B, p, k, and G (and σ in the second
form). In particular, for κ ą 3, k ą 2 and σ ą 1{2:
}|Bkǫ ppϕqGǫpP 0q} ď const´λ2σ}pϕ}22 ` }Bσ0 pϕ}22¯ . (20)
For κ ă 3, k ą pκ` 1q{2 one also has
}Bkǫ pϕqGǫpP
0q} ď const
ż
}pλ` | ~X|qβϕpx0, .q}2 dx
0
ď const
››pλ` |X0|qτ pλ` | ~X|qβϕ››
2
, (21)
where β ą p3´ κq{2 and τ ą 1{2.
Proof. The first inequality in (19) is an immediate consequence of the bound
(18), and for the second we write the integrand of the first bound as
fpx0qgpx0q “ pλ` |x0|q´σ ˆ
“
pλ` |x0|qσ}ϕpx0, .q}p
‰
and use Hölder’s inequality }fg}1 ď }f}p{pp´1q}g}p. For p “ 2 the inequality
(20) follows by Fourier transform. Similarly, both inequalities in (21) follow
by Hölder’s inequality.
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Remark 10. If rB,B˚s is of κ80 -type, then Proposition 8 and Proposition 9
apply with all κ P p0, κ0y. In particular: the proofs of these propositions show
that κ0 “ 3 is a critical value, but in this case they hold with all κ ă 3.
As a tool for further investigation of singularities in energy-momentum
transfer we introduce the following analogues of Steinmann’s scaling degree
of distributions [15].1
Definition 2. Let Σ Ď xM be a smooth submanifold of codimension m,
and q P Σ. Choose any smooth local coordinate system pρ, σq “ pρi, σjq,
i “ 1, . . . , m, j “ 1, . . . , 4´m, in an open neighborhood U of q such that Σ is
the solution of ρi “ 0, i “ 1, . . . , m. Let pϕppq “ ψpρ, σq, where ψ is smooth
and of compact support, such that supp pϕ Ď U . Denote
xϕγppq “ γmψpγρ, σq .
For a bounded operator B we define the momentum scaling degree dq,Σ,UpBq
as the supremum of the set of all numbers c such that
lim
γÑ8
γc}Bpϕγq} “ lim
γÑ8
γc} qBpxϕγq} “ 0
for all functions xϕγ constructed in the above defined way. For U1 Ď U2 there
is dq,Σ,U1pBq ě dq,Σ,U2pBq, so we can define the scaling index
dq,ΣpBq “ sup
U
dq,Σ,UpBq .
In particular, for m “ 4 we obtain a scaling degree at a point, which we
denote dqpBq.
Remark 11. If ν is a complex Borel measure, then dq,ΣpBpνqq ě dq,ΣpBq for
all q and Σ.
1Our definition is applied to ‘operator distributions’ defined on the whole Minkowski
space, thus we do not have to face problems of the admissibility of extension, as in the
discussion of scaling degrees defined by Brunetti and Fredenhagen [3]. Moreover, we use
the convention of the original Steinmann’s definition rather than the version used later by
other authors, which differs by sign. Steinmann’s definition gives the usual homogeneity
degree for homogeneous distributions. We note also, that the context in which we use
the scaling degree is ‘complementary’ to the usual use in renormalization theory. There it
serves to control short distance – high energy-momentum behavior, while we use it to test
local energy-momentum singularities.
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Remark follows directly from rBpνqspϕq “ rBpϕqspνq.
Proposition 12. Let q P Σ Ă xM , with Σ a local smooth submanifold with
codimension m.
(i) If B P BpHq, then
dq,ΣpBq ě ´pm` 4q{2 .
(ii) If rB,B˚s is of κ-type and q ‰ 0, then
dq,ΣpBGtpP
0qq ě ´pm` 4´ κq{2 , κ ă 3 ,
dq,ΣpBGtpP
0qq ě ´pm` 1q{2 , κ ě 3 .
Proof. If B P BpHq, then for each b ą 2 we have the estimate
}Bpϕγq} ď }B}}ϕγ}1 ď const}pλ
b ` |X|bqϕγ}2 . (22)
Moreover, if rB,B˚s is of κ-type and q ‰ 0, then referring to Definition 2
we can assume without restricting generality that 0 R U . In this case let k
be as given by Proposition 9. For xϕγ with support in U there is qBpxϕγq “­Bphqkt pxϕγq, where ph is a test function of compact support, equal to |p|´k
on U . Proposition 9 now gives
} qBpxϕγqGtpp0q} ď const ››pλτ ` |X0|τ qpλβ ` | ~X|βqϕγ››2 , (23)
where τ ą 1{2, β ą p3´ κq{2 for κ ă 3 and β “ 0 for κ ą 3.
It is easily seen that one can find a continuous function of compact
support Ψpρ, σq such that |Dαxϕγppq| ď γ|α|`mΨpγρ, σq for |α| in a finite
set (Dα are with respect to Minkowski coordinates). Therefore, chang-
ing the integration variables from Minkowski pi to ρi, σj one finds that
}Dαxϕγ}2 ď const γ|α|`pm{2q. The use of Lemma 15 in Appendix B now shows
that the norms on the rhs of (22) and (23) are bounded by const γs, where
s “ pm{2q ` b for (22), and s “ pm{2q ` τ ` β for (23). Therefore, s is
any number ą pm ` 4q{2 in case of (22). For the bound (23) there are two
subcases: if κ ă 3, then s is any number ą pm` 4´ κq{2, and if κ ą 3, then
s is any number ą pm` 1q{2. The thesis follows.
A consequence of this result is the following statement. The scaling degree
ωpT q below is the supremum of the set of numbers c such that γcT pψγq Ñ 0
for all test functions ψγpρq “ γ
mψpγρq and γ Ñ 8, ψ smooth of compact
support.
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Proposition 13. Let rB,B˚s be of κ-type and η a norm-continuous linear
functional on BpHq. Let q, U and ρ1, . . . , ρm be as denoted in Definition 2,
but here the variables ρ are fixed. Suppose that locally on U there is
ηp qBppqGtpP 0qq “ pfppqT pρq ` pgppq ,
where pf is a smooth function on U , pfpqq ‰ 0, pg P L1pU, dpq, and T is an
m-dimensional distribution with scaling degree ωpT q. Then
ωpT q ě mintdq,ΣpBGtpP
0qq,´mu . (24)
Moreover, if ´m ă dq,ΣpBGtpP
0qq, then
lim
γÑ8
γ´mT pψγq “ 0 . (25)
Therefore, the only distributions T concentrated at ρi “ 0 which are not
forbidden by this theorem are the following:
– Dirac delta at q “ 0 for m “ 4,
– Dirac delta for m “ 1,
– for κ ď 2: additionally Dirac delta for m “ 2,
– for κ ď 1: additionally Dirac delta for m “ 3 and the first derivative of
delta for m “ 1.
Proof. Without restricting generality we can assume that U is small enough
to satisfy: | pfppq| ě const ą 0 on U . Let phppq be a smooth function of
compact support, equal to r pfppq|Jpρ, σq|s´1 on U , where J is the Jacobian
of transformation from pi to pρi, σjq, with any σj as denoted in Definition 2.
Then locally on U
η
`~BphqppqGtpP 0q˘ “ T pρq
|Jpρ, σq|
` pF ppq , pF ppq “ pgppqpfppq|Jpρ, σq| .
Let xϕγppq “ ψγpρqχpσq, with ψγpρq “ γmψpγρq and ş χpσqdσ “ 1. Then
η
`
BphqpϕγqGtpP
0q
˘
“ T pψγq ` opγ
mq , (26)
where the second term on the rhs results from the estimate
γ´m} pFxϕγ}1 ď const ż
γρiďconst
| pF ppq|dp ÝÑ 0 pγ Ñ8q.
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The estimate
ˇˇ
η
`
BphqpϕγqGtpP
0q
˘ˇˇ
ď }η}}h}1}BpϕγqGtpP
0q} now leads to
the bound (24) for ωpT q. Property (25) also follows from equation (26). If
T is concentrated at ρ “ 0, then it is a finite combination of the derivatives
of delta, and ωpT q “ ´m ´ l, where l is the highest degree of derivative
in the combination. Eq. (25) shows that such distributions are not allowed
if ´m ă dq,ΣpBGtpP
0qq. Therefore, taking into account Eq. (24), we must
have ´m ´ l ě dq,ΣpBGtpP
0qq. In case when m “ 4 and q “ 0 we refer to
Proposition 12 (i), which excludes l ě 1, but leaves Dirac delta, which is
the first of the possibilities admitted by the thesis. In all other cases we can
assume q ‰ 0: for m ď 3 one can shift q slightly over Σ, if necessary. By
Proposition 12 (ii) we now have m ` 2l ď 1 for κ ě 3, and m ` 2l ď 4 ´ κ
for κ ă 3. This leads to all other cases enumerated in the thesis.
Appendix
A A decay property
Lemma 14. Let F be a function on Rnzt0u and γ ą ´n. Suppose that
for multi-indices α with |α| ď γ ` n ` 1 all DαF are measurable functions,
DαF P L1p|p| ě λ´1q, and for |p| P p0, λ´1q satisfy the bounds: |DαF ppq| ď
const |p|γ´|α|. Moreover, we demand lim
|p|Ñ8
|DαF ppq||p|n´1 “ 0 for |α| ď γ`n.
Then
| qF pxq| ď const
pλ` |x|qn`γ
.
Proof. Suppose γ P p´n ` l,´n ` 1 ` ly. Then multiplying qF pxq by all xα
with |α| “ l and integrating by parts in standard way (which is possible due
to our assumptions) one reduces the problem to the case γ P p´n,´n ` 1y,
which we now prove. In this case the assumption on integrability and on
behavior in a neighborhood of zero applies to |α| ď 2 if γ “ ´n ` 1, and to
|α| ď 1 otherwise; the assumption on the limit in infinity applies to |α| ď 1
and |α| “ 0 respectively. For |x| ď λ the transform is bounded by a constant.
Let |x| ą λ. Thenˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
|p|ď|x|´1
F ppqe´ip¨x dnp
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď const
ż |x|´1
0
|p|γ`n´1d|p| ď const |x|´n´γ .
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We multiply the remaining integral by x and integrate by parts (Gauss’
theorem). This yields
|x|
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
|p|ě|x|´1
F ppqe´ip¨x dnp
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď const
ż
|p|“|x|´1
|F ppq| d|S|ppq
` const
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
|p|ě|x|´1
BF ppqe´ip¨x dnp
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ,
where dSppq is the dual integration element on |p| “ |x|´1. The first term on
the rhs is bounded by const|x|´n´γ`1. The same is true for the second term,
if γ ă ´n` 1. If γ “ ´n` 1 we multiply the integral in the second term by
x and integrate by parts, which yields two terms analogous to those in the
relation above (with one derivative more), both bounded by const|x|. This
closes the proof.
B An inequality
Lemma 15. Let f P LspX, dµq, s P p0,8q, and h be a measurable function
on X. Then for each ǫ P x0, 1y:
}hǫf}s ď }f}
1´ǫ
s }hf}
ǫ
s . (27)
In particular, for f P L2pRn, dnxq, β “ l ` ǫ:
}|xi|βf}2 ď }B
l
i
pf}1´ǫ2 }Bl`1i pf}ǫ2 ,
}|x|βf}2 ď
´ ÿ
i1...il
}Bi1 . . . Bil
pf}22¯ 1´ǫ2 ´ ÿ
j1...jl`1
}Bj1 . . . Bjl`1
pf}22¯ ǫ2 . (28)
Proof. By the Hölder inequality, if ν is a finite, normalized measure on X,
then for q ě 1 there is }F }L1pX,dνq ď }F }LqpX,dνq. Take
dνpxq “ }f}´ss |fpxq|
sdµpxq , F “ hs{q .
The inequality then reads:
}f}´ss
ż
|hpxq|s{q|fpxq|sdµpxq ď }f}´s{qs
´ ż
|hpxqfpxq|sdµpxq
¯1{q
.
Setting here q “ 1{ǫ and taking the 1{s-power of both sides we arrive at (27).
The inequalities (28) are simple applications.
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C A lemma on integrals
Lemma 16. Let µi, i “ 1, 2, be Borel measures on R, such that
µ1pp´8, ayq ď µ2pp´8, ayq for all a P R .
If f : R ÞÑ x0,`8y is non-increasing, thenż
R
fdµ1 ď
ż
R
fdµ2 .
Proof. Let χpΩq denote the characteristic function of the set Ω. By the
Lebesgue theorem µpp´8, aqq “ lim
nÑ8
ż
χpp´8, a´n´1yq dµ, so the inequality
of measures also extends to µ1pp´8, aqq ď µ2pp´8, aqq. We define a sequence
of step functions
fN “ 2
´N
22Nÿ
k“1
χ
´
f´1
`
xk2´N ,`8y
˘¯
.
This formula may be rephrased in this way: if fpxq P xk2´N , pk ` 1q2´Nq
for k P t0, 1, . . . , 22N ´ 1u, then fN pxq “ k2
´N , and if fpxq ě 2N , then
fNpxq “ 2
N . It follows that fN pxq Õ fpxq for all x. Therefore,ż
R
f dµi “ lim
NÑ8
ż
fN dµi “ lim
NÑ8
2´N
22Nÿ
k“1
µi
`
f´1pxk2´N ,`8yq
˘
.
As f is nonincreasing, each of the sets f´1pxk2´N ,`8yq is either of the form
p´8, aq or p´8, ay, and the inequalities of measures now give the result.
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